1988 African Imports

Jon Curby, Damara Bolte and Stan Carter made this trip and returned with:

Avongara Diagba
Avongara Elly
Avongara K'Posi
Avongara M'Bliki
Avongara Nabodio
Avongara N'Gola
Avongara N'Gondi
Avongara Renzi
Avongara Wele

who were registered as Foundation Stock with the American Kennel Club in 1990.

To learn more about these dogs visit the African Stock Project on the BCOA website.
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Avongara N’Gola
Avongara N'Gondi was the only adult imported. She was pregnant at the time. Two of the litter, Avongara Renzi and Avongara Elly were registered as Foundation Stock as well.

Photo lower right is N’Gondi son in Africa. He was not imported.
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